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comment
Stuck between a rock and a hard place

Recent editions o f PL&B International have highlighted the growing 
thirst o f governments for personal data in the hopes o f enhancing 
national security. Perhaps the thirstiest is the US government. Its much 
criticised Total Information Awareness project is exploring the devel
opment o f a massive database that could bring together both private 
and public sector data. Another scheme, the US Advanced Passenger 
Information System (APIS), requires airlines arriving in and departing 
from the US to transmit information about passengers and crew to a 
centralised database operated jo in tly  by US Customs and the 
Immigration and Naturalisation Service (see p.11).

Such programmes and databases place companies from jurisdictions 
with strong data protection laws in an untenable position. The 
European Parliament graphically describes these companies as resting 
“between a rock and a hard place.” On the one hand, companies in 
the E U  are expected to comply with the data protection laws o f the 
jurisdiction in which the data is held. O n the other hand, the US is 
seeking access to sometimes sensitive personal information held by 
these same corporations, but providing few of the safeguards that are 
required under laws in the EU . Failure to provide such information 
may result in harsh penalties.

This tension is now most evident in relation to passenger data held by 
airlines in the EU. However, the dilemma has the potential to extend to 
all personal data held within the EU. It also has the potential to inflict 
serious damage on the relationship of trust that companies in the EU  have 
sought to establish with their customers.

Attempting to resolve the conflicting interests o f governments, 
corporations and individuals on a case-by-case basis is likely to be a 
cumbersome process. Better that corporations, governments, and 
supranational institutions such as the EU, work to establish or re
affirm principles for trans-border data flows in light o f the new 
‘national security’ mindset. Otherwise, so much of the labour that has 
gone into measures taken to respect data privacy, and so much of the 
privacy that these measures have afforded individuals, threaten to be 
rendered meaningless.

Eugene Oscapella, Associate Editor
PRIVACY LAWS & BUSINESS

Contribute to PL&B Newsletters
Do you have a case study or opinion you wish us to publish? Contri
butions to this publication and books for review are always welcome. 
If  you wish to offer reports or news items, please contact Alan 
Pedersen on Tel: +44 208 423 1300, or E-mail: alan@privacylaws.com.
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Continued from p .l

“1. reduction of divergences in member 
state practices helped by the Data 
Protection Working Party

2. more flexible arrangements for the 
transfer o f personal data to third coun
tries, together with a clearer and more 
uniform interpretation of the rules; and

3. promotion of self-regulatory appro
aches and in particular codes o f conduct 
that can contribute to the free move
ment of personal data; the idea that 
approval of one data protection author
ity should in principle work in all mem
ber states needs to be pursued.”

The corporate rules project was initi
ated in the middle o f 2002 when a 
sub-group o f the Working Party 
discussed the feasibility o f a new option 
which could be used by large multina
tional companies.

The aim o f this new approach is to 
add to the existing instruments (avail
able under Article 26 o f the directive)

that legally facilitate exports of personal 
data from EU  member states to coun
tries that have not been deemed as 
providing adequate protection.

Th e  n e w  ‘c o r p o r a t e  r u l e s ’
Faced with the current administrative 
burden of handling transfers o f personal 
data, multinational companies have held 
discussions with data protection authori
ties (DPAs) and the European 
Commission to explore the possibility of 
a new legally binding arrangement which 
better matches their operational needs.

The idea is that each company 
choosing the ‘corporate rules’ route 
will document the management o f its 
trans-border data flows. A company 
would need to describe many aspects 
o f its system of data management, for 
example, its internal policy rules, 
procedures and mechanisms to ensure 
data subjects’ rights.

It would also involve specifying the 
practical management steps that the 
company takes to safeguard the data, 
for example, security measures, staff 
training programmes and audit

programmes to ensure that the data 
management system is actually fulfilling 
its privacy protection objectives.

The company would be expected to 
document operational details, such as 
the type of data involved, the purposes 
o f the transfer, the countries to which 
personal data is transferred, the name of 
the data controller and the name of the 
controller or processor in the third 
country outside the EU . This docu
mentation would be available for 
inspection by the relevant DPA.

N e w  r u l e s , g r e a t e r  f l e x ib il it y

The advantage o f this new approach is 
that it is more closely aligned to what 
companies actually do, as opposed to a 
contract that is effectively imposed on 
them by the European Commission 
and/or the Working Party. The corpo
rate rules option, if  approved, would 
represent a win-win situation for both 
companies and DPAs. It would add a 
new option for the legal export o f 
personal data to those instruments 
w ritten into the directive. It would 
require companies to inform DPAs on 
how they are managing the data 
protection process, and provide them 
with the option o f a public com m it
ment to which they would be 
accountable. This means there would 
be less justification for companies to 
complain about the rigidities o f  the 
legal mechanisms and greater emphasis 
on showing how they are organising 
their compliance programmes.

For those multinational companies 
transferring data to countries through
out the world, such an approach may 
be acceptable in other countries with a 
data protection law, if  it is accepted by 
the European Commission. Ultimately, 
if  companies develop these procedures 
as their global norms, then the resulting 
substantive improvements regarding 
the protection of personal data could be 
extended to countries that do not yet 
have a data protection law.

From a regulatory standpoint, 
DPAs would have greater flexibility 
when enforcing the law, and would be 
able to place a greater emphasis on the 
practical compliance steps that will 
result in higher data protection stan
dards rather than imposing the burden 
of complex procedural forms.

Continued on p.27

Problems with the current legal framework
Many multinational companies have found that legally transferring personal 
data outside the EU  to countries with inadequate privacy laws, such as the 
United States, is a burdensome requirement.

Under Article 26 o f the EU Data Protection Directive, there are conditions 
for legally exporting personal data outside the EU, which include:

1. with the data subject’s unambiguous consent

2. for performance o f a contract between the data subject and the controller

3. the transfer is necessary for the conclusion or performance o f a contract in 
the interest o f the data subject between the controller and a third party; and

4. using standard contractual clauses contained in one o f the two European 
Commission model contracts (controller to controller and controller to processor).

A company may agree to use the standard model contract provided by the EU 
or risk delayed approval by a DPA if they choose to make minor amendments. 
Some data protection authorities, such as Greece, require formal approval even 
for standard model contracts to ensure that the standard wording is being used. 
However, a minority o f DPAs, including the U K ’s Information Commissioner, 
do not wish to formally approve organisations’ non-standard contracts.

Either way, use o f a contract for every transfer o f personal data between each 
legal entity in an EU country - and a subsidiary or affiliate in a non-EU country 
- can lead to an enormous burden o f documentation, which needs to be 
prepared and amended whenever a particular business process varies from the 
one originally envisaged.
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